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It’s incredible.

this moment.

He understood why Zoey was like this and Xu Zhengjie’s affairs.

Shock!

Extremely shocked!

But Richard still suppressed his emotions abruptly.
An idea was born in his mind quickly!

“I’ve seen this disease! I can say that it can be cured responsibly!”

Richard suddenly shouted.
This surprised everyone and looked at him.

“Can you cure it?”

Wen Lei looked at him suspiciously.

Richard did not speak, and stepped forward to observe Zoey.

He pretended to give Zoey a shot.

Then secretly told the subordinates in the headset to stop testing Xu Zhengjie’s consciousness.

A strange thing happened, and Zoey was quiet.

This made the audience dumbfounded.

Wen Lei had some doubts about Richard before.

All this time was frightened.

Richard is the only one who can stop plums from dyeing crazy in the middle!

Before, Zoey fainted due to the pain.

Including Richard’s colleagues, they were all stunned by this scene.

“Leave it to me, I’ve encountered it before…” It

‘s nothing to make up a case with Richard’s knowledge and ability.

Moreover, the words are so eloquent that people cannot find the slightest flaw.

With the effect just now, everyone is willing to trust Richard.

“Well, take it back to the best hospital in Warhawk Nation, and I’ll be healed!”

Richard said.

Wen Lei immediately refused: “No! Zoey must be treated here! I will provide you with the medical
facilities! Erudia doesn’t have one, I will go abroad to buy it!”

“That’s OK, okay!”

Richard could only agree.

“One more thing, no matter what the treatment is! I must be there! Please understand!”

Wen Lei added another condition.

Let Richard’s plan be shattered.

“Okay!”

Richard then had to make a desperate bet.

It’s the best to succeed anyway, and you can accept it if you can’t succeed.

Currently Xu Zhengjie is dead.

It is impossible to live anymore.

Can only make a fuss about Zoey’s body.

“It’s not too late, then let’s start! I have another team outside!”

Later, Richard also took the team that tested Xu Zhengjie’s consciousness to the hospital.

Including instruments or something.

Wen Lei was still very careful, inspecting everyone, inspecting the equipment, and confirming that
there were no problems before putting it in.

“My treatment is to stimulate her! The greatest level of stimulation! As long as she endures it! I can be
immune to nerve stimulation! It can be better!”

Knowing Wen Lei’s caution, Richard explained specially.

“Can you really stimulate her?”

Wen Lei expressed her disbelief.

At first, the doctors under her also wanted to use stimulating methods to check.

But it does not stimulate plum dyeing at all.

“You wait and see!”

Zoey entered the special isolation device.

everything’s ready!

Just wait for the treatment to begin.

“The instrument is on!”

Richard shouted.

Soon the instrument was activated and began to detect Xu Zhengjie’s consciousness.

“Uh!”

Zoey screamed hysterically right from the beginning.

“What? Really?”

Wen Lei everyone looked stupid.

Richard is like a magician, letting Zoey suffer pain and letting her be quiet.

She felt hope.

“Increase! Speed up!”

Richard yelled.

The detection range is extremely large and the frequency is accelerated.

Zoey is like crazy.

If she hadn’t been controlled in advance, it would be possible to overturn the hospital.

“Uh!!!”

Zoey’s screams became louder and louder, frightening Wen Lei and the others.

“This… Isn’t it going to happen?”

she asked hurriedly.

“No, this isolation device can’t be opened even by a strong man in the seventh heaven!”

Richard shook his head.

Seeing Zoey’s movement getting bigger and bigger, Richard’s eyes became crazier.

Everyone present, only he knows what they are doing.

